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We develop the representation of interacting bulk gauge fields and charged scalar matter in anti–de
Sitter in terms of nonlocal observables in the dual conformal field theory (CFT). We work in the
holographic gauge in the bulk, Az ¼ 0. The correct statement of micro-causality in the holographic gauge
is somewhat subtle, so we first discuss it from the bulk point of view. We then show that in the 1=N
expansion, CFT correlators can be lifted to obtain bulk correlation functions that satisfy microcausality.
This requires adding an infinite tower of higher-dimension multitrace operators to the CFT definition of a
bulk observable. For conserved currents, the Ward identities in the CFT prevent the construction of truly
local bulk operators (i.e., operators that commute at spacelike separation with everything); however, the
resulting nonlocal commutators are exactly those required by the bulk Gauss constraint. In contrast, a CFT
which only has nonconserved currents can be lifted to a bulk theory which is truly local. Although our
explicit calculations are for gauge theory, similar statements should hold for gravity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.87.086004 PACS numbers: 11.25.Tq, 04.60.Cf
I. INTRODUCTION
The question of observables in quantum gravity has a
long history; for reviews, see Refs. [1–4]. The problem is
that, as emphasized by Dirac [5], only gauge-invariant
quantities can be assigned a physical meaning. In gravity,
this rules out the existence of local observables. Indeed, in
the AdS/CFT context, a complete set of observables lives
at the boundary, so one must be able to express any
definition of a bulk observable in terms of conformal field
theory (CFT) data. In the limit of free scalar fields in the
bulk (i.e., zero Planck length, N ! 1), the construction
was made in the early days of AdS/CFT [6–9]. It has been
recast in the form of a smearing function [10,11],
ðz; xÞ ¼
Z
dx0Kðz; xjx0ÞOðx0Þ; (1)
where the kernelK has support only on boundary points x0,
which are spacelike separated from the bulk point ðz; xÞ.
The dimension of the boundary operator  is determined
by the mass of the bulk field. It turns out that using
complex boundary coordinates is a very convenient com-
putational tool [11,12]. These constructions were carried
out in the free field limit, and it was shown that the CFT
expectation value of two such operators reproduces the free
bulk two-point function.
Building on these works, the construction of interacting
bulk observables in terms of smeared CFT operators has
been developed. Two approaches have been worked out,
both relying on perturbation theory in 1=N. One approach
is based on the bulk equations of motion, while the other
uses bulk microcausality as a guiding principle.
The first approach was introduced in Ref. [13] and
further developed in Ref. [14]. The basic idea is to solve
the bulk equations of motion perturbatively. This can be
done in a fixed gauge (holographic gauge), using the radial
supergravity Hamiltonian on a fixed background. This
procedure gives a bulk operator written in terms of smeared
CFT operators, of which the correlation functions in the
CFT reproduce bulk correlators. This construction can be
carried out independently of holography. It is just a rewrit-
ing of bulk correlation functions in terms of boundary
correlators, in the same way that one could have computed
a bulk correlator in terms of correlation functions on some
initial time slice by solving time evolution equations. The
only difference is that in AdS/CFT, it is convenient to
evolve in a spacelike direction, using a spacelike Green’s
function [13,14]. It is an extra condition, that the boundary
correlation functions are those of a unitary CFT, that makes
the relationship holographic. But in the approach of solv-
ing bulk equations of motion, the role played by hologra-
phy is not so clear.
In the second approach, more intrinsic to the CFT, one
tries to build up the bulk operator by requiring that it satisfy
bulk microcausality [13].1 This program was carried out
for scalar fields in Ref. [13], where the requirement of
microcausality is just that bulk operators commute at
spacelike separation. The basic point is that, if one inserts
the smeared CFT operator (1) inside a CFT three-point
function, there are, in general, singularities at the bulk
spacelike separation. These singularities lead to a nonzero
commutator which spoils microcausality. However, these
singularities can be suppressed (in a precise sense) by
redefining the bulk operator to include an infinite tower
*daniel.kabat@lehman.cuny.edu
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1For a discussion of microcausality in curved space, see
Ref. [15].
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of appropriately smeared higher-dimension scalar primar-
ies (these are the multitrace operators also discussed in
Ref. [16]),
ðz; xÞ ¼
Z
dx0Kðz; xjx0ÞOðx0Þ
þX
l
al
Z
dx0Klðz; xjx0ÞOlðx0Þ: (2)
Order by order in 1=N, one has the required spectrum of
higher-dimension operators, and one can choose the coef-
ficients al in such a way that the bulk operator satisfies
microcausality. The resulting bulk observable agrees with
what one would construct in the 1=N expansion by solving
the bulk equations of motion perturbatively.
The CFTapproach gives a different perspective from the
approach based on bulk equations of motion and gives a
glimpse of the nonlocality which is expected when the
boundary theory is a finite-N unitary CFT. More specifi-
cally, the CFT construction requires the existence of an
infinite tower of higher-dimension primary operators with
prescribed properties. Such operators can be constructed in
1=N perturbation theory as multitrace operators, but these
operators do not actually exist in a unitary CFT at finite N.
Thus, at finite N we can see how bulk locality breaks down
in a nonperturbative way.
In extending the CFT construction of interacting bulk
observables to include gravity, we face the difficulty men-
tioned at the start of the introduction that in gravity, there
are no local physical observables (see Refs. [14,17,18] for
discussions of this in the context of AdS/CFT). There is,
however, clearly some sense in which local observables are
available even in a theory of gravity. To address this, we
need to deal with the underlying gauge symmetry. There
are two approaches we could take: either construct a set of
gauge-invariant observables, or carry out the construction
in a fixed gauge. We will adopt the gauge-fixed approach,
which may not seem so elegant but is, in fact, natural in
AdS/CFT.
Of course, the two approaches are related. To be con-
crete, consider a charged scalar field in the bulk ðx; zÞ,
coupled to an Abelian gauge field A. Here, x ¼ ðt; ~xÞ are
coordinates in the CFT, and z is a radial coordinate. We
work in the holographic gauge, which sets Az ¼ 0. In the
holographic gauge, ðx; zÞ is (by definition) a gauge-
invariant observable. It can be identified with the mani-
festly gauge-invariant quantity
exp

i
Z ðx;0Þ
ðx;zÞ
Azdz

ðx; zÞ;
where we have attached a Wilson line running from the
bulk point to the boundary of anti–de Sitter (AdS) in the z
direction. But now one sees the difficulty that although a
bulk scalar field in the holographic gauge is an observable
quantity, it is secretly nonlocal, with a Wilson line extend-
ing in the z direction. So there is no reason to expect our
gauge-fixed operators to commute at spacelike separation,
and indeed in the axial gauge, there are nonlocal commu-
tators [19].
In gauge theory, it is tempting to avoid this issue by
working in terms of local gauge-invariant quantities, such
as TrF2 or y, but in gravity, this is not an option. So let
us work directly with the scalar field in the holographic
gauge and see if there is a useful sense in which we can
discuss bulk locality.2
A key observation is that in the holographic gauge,
nonlocal commutators are indeed present, but only to the
extent required by the constraints. For example, consider a
charged scalar fieldðx; zÞ and the electric flux observable
E ¼
I F:
Since charge can be measured by a surface integral arbi-
trarily far away, it is clear that ðx; zÞ and E will, in
general, not commute at equal times. But there is no
obstacle to having  commute with itself at equal times.
We will make this more precise in Sec. II, where we
consider scalar electrodynamics in the holographic gauge
and show that the scalar field indeed commutes with itself
at spacelike separation. There are some nonlocal commu-
tators in the holographic gauge. However, at equal times,
the only nonlocal commutators involve either the time
component of the gauge field A0 or the z component of
the electric field Ez. This behavior is exactly what is
required by the Gauss constraint, and it can be understood
as being because of the Wilson lines extending in the z
direction.3
Our conclusion is that we can construct bulk observables
in the holographic gauge by demanding that, for example,
charged bulk scalar fields commute at spacelike separation.
Of course gauge-invariant combinations such as a field
strength in the bulk and a scalar field on the boundary
will also commute at spacelike separation. The remainder
of this paper is devoted to showing that these requirements,
which we view as encoding bulk microcausality, suffice to
uniquely determine the way in which boundary CFT cor-
relators can be lifted into the bulk.
II. BULK MICROCAUSALITY
In this section, we consider scalar electrodynamics in
holographic gauge and show that the scalar field commutes
with itself at spacelike separation. Our treatment of the
2An alternative approach would be to work in some type of
covariant gauge in the bulk, where locality is manifest but there
are additional unphysical degrees of freedom. It is not clear to us
how this could be represented in the CFT.
3The extension to gravity seems clear: scalar fields will
commute with each other at spacelike separation, but they will
have nonzero commutators with h00 and with certain compo-
nents of the curvature.
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canonical formalism for scalar electrodynamics in the
holographic gauge closely follows Sec. 5.C of Ref. [19].
We work in AdSdþ1 with metric
ds2 ¼ R
2
z2
ðdt2 þ jd~xj2 þ dz2Þ
and consider scalar electrodynamics with the action
(DM ¼ @M þ iqAM)
S ¼
Z
ddþ1x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp DMDM 14FMNFMN

: (3)
The canonical momenta are
0 ¼ 0 i ¼

R
z

d3ð@0Ai  @iA0Þ i ¼ 1; . . . ; d
 ¼

R
z

d1
D0
  ¼

R
z

d1
D0:
Thus, we have the primary constraint
1  0 ¼ 0
and the secondary constraint (Gauss’s law)
2  @ii þ iqð Þ ¼ 0:
Conjugate to these, we impose the two gauge-fixing
conditions:
3  Az ¼ 0 4  z þ

R
z

d3
@zA0 ¼ 0:
The first condition fixes the holographic gauge, while the
second condition enforces the usual relation between the z
component of the electric field and the gauge field.
The matrix of Poisson brackets is [setting x ¼ ð ~x; zÞ]
Cab ¼ faðxÞ; bðx0Þg ¼
0 0 0 

R
z0

d3
@z
dðx x0Þ
0 0 @z
dðx x0Þ 0
0 @z
dðx x0Þ 0 dðx x0Þ


R
z0

d3
@z
dðx x0Þ 0 dðx x0Þ 0
0
BBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCA
:
This has an inverse
C1ab ¼
0 gðx;x0Þ 0

z0
R

d3
fðx;x0Þ
gðx;x0Þ 0 fðx;x0Þ 0
0 fðx;x0Þ 0 0
z
R

d3
fðx;x0Þ 0 0 0
0
BBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCA
; (4)
where
fðx;x0Þ ¼ d1ðx x0Þðz0  zÞ
gðx;x0Þ ¼ d1ðx x0Þðz0  zÞ ðz
0Þd2  zd2
ðd 2ÞRd3 :
(5)
The inverse is not unique; our explicit choice for f and g
corresponds to introducing a Wilson line toward the
boundary of AdS, as opposed to toward the Poincare´
horizon. Also note that the case d ¼ 2 is special as it
corresponds to Chern-Simons theory in the bulk [20]. For
the canonical formalism in this case, see Appendix B of
Ref. [18].
Given the structure of the constraint algebra—in par-
ticular, the fact that C122 ¼ 0—it follows that the physical
degrees of freedom have canonical Dirac brackets at equal
times,
f{^ðxÞ; A|^ðx0Þg ¼ {^ |^dðx x0Þ {^; |^ ¼ 1; . . . ; d 1
fðxÞ; ðx0Þg ¼ dðx x0Þ
fðxÞ; ðx0Þg ¼ dðx x0Þ:
However, these fields have nonlocal Dirac brackets with A0
and z, namely,
fA0ðxÞ; A{^ðx0Þg ¼ @{^gðx;x0Þ
fA0ðxÞ; ðx0Þg ¼ iqgðx;x0Þðx0Þ
fA0ðxÞ; ðx0Þg ¼ iqgðx;x0Þðx0Þ
fzðxÞ; A{^ðx0Þg ¼ @{^fðx;x0Þ
fzðxÞ; ðx0Þg ¼ iqfðx;x0Þðx0Þ
fzðxÞ; ðx0Þg ¼ iqfðx;x0Þðx0Þ
along with the complex conjugates. These brackets reflect
the fact that the fieldðx; zÞ produces a tube of electric flux
extending toward z ¼ 0.
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This shows that, as promised, the scalar field commutes
with itself at equal times. However, we would like to make
a stronger statement: the scalar field commutes with itself
at spacelike separation. This can be argued based on the
results obtained above. Imagine inserting the scalar field at
two spacelike separated points ðx; zÞ and ðx0; z0Þ, with
Wilson lines secretly extending off in the z direction. By
acting with an AdS isometry, the two bulk points can be
brought to equal times. However, the isometry will act on
the Wilson lines, so they will no longer extend in the z
direction. We could perform a compensating gauge trans-
formation to restore the holographic gauge Az ¼ 0, but it is
simpler to leave the Wilson lines pointing in whatever
direction is implied by the isometry. How would this affect
the above calculation? The brackets with A0 and i will
clearly be different because the electric flux tubes now go
in a different direction, but the bracket of with itself will
still be zero. This means that in the holographic gauge, the
scalar field commutes with itself at arbitrary spacelike
separation.
III. BULK CONSTRUCTION OF LOCAL
OPERATORS
Although it will not be the main emphasis of this paper,
one can construct local bulk observables from the bulk
point of view, by solving the bulk equations of motion
perturbatively [13,14]. Here, we sketch the construction for
scalar electrodynamics.
The equations of motion that follow from Eq. (3) are
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp DM ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp DM ¼ 0 (6)
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp @M ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp FMN ¼ JN; (7)
where DM ¼ @M þ iqAM and JM ¼ iqðDM
DMÞ. We wish to solve these equations perturbatively
in q [which we identify as being Oð1=NÞ] in the gauge
Az ¼ 0.
We begin with the scalar equation of motion (6), which
in terms of a Christoffel connection r on AdS reads
rMrMþ iqðrMAMÞþ 2iqAM@M q2A2 ¼ 0:
We can solve this perturbatively, setting
 ¼ ð0Þ þð1Þ þ    AM ¼ Að0ÞM þ Að1ÞM þ    ;
where
rMrMð0Þ ¼ 0 (8)
rMrMð1Þ ¼ iqðrMAMð0ÞÞð0Þ  2iqAMð0Þ@Mð0Þ
..
.
(9)
The first equation can be solved—with suitable boundary
conditions that match on to the CFT as z! 0—using the
scalar smearing function constructed in Refs. [11,12]. The
second equation can be solved using a spacelike Green’s
function as in Refs. [13,14].
Next, we look at the z component of the gauge field
equation of motion (7), which reduces to4
@zð@AÞ ¼ R
2
z2
Jz:
This fixes
@A
ðx; zÞ ¼ 
Z z
0
dz0
R2
z02
Jzðx; z0Þ: (10)
In the absence of a source, note that @A
 ¼ 0 as in
Ref. [18], so that, in fact, rMAMð0Þ ¼ 0 in Eq. (9).
The remaining components of the gauge field equations
of motion reduce to
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp @M ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp gMN@N þ d 1R2 
¼ z

J þ z
2
R2
@ð@AÞ

; (11)
where we have introduced  ¼ zA. This is convenient
because the left-hand side of Eq. (11) is the wave equation
for a scalar field of mass m2R2 ¼ 1 d. Expanding in
powers of the coupling, we have the tower of equations
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp @M ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp gMN@Nð0Þ þ d 1R2 ð0Þ ¼ 0
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp @M ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp gMN@Nð1Þ þ d 1R2 ð1Þ
¼ zJð1Þ  z3@
Z z
0
dz0
1
z02
Jð1Þz ðx; z0Þ;
..
.
(12)
where the first-order current Jð1Þ is expressed in terms of
the lowest-order field ð0Þ, and where we have used
Eq. (10) to express @A
 in terms of the bulk current.
Just as for the scalar field, the first equation can be solved
using an appropriate scalar smearing function, while the
second equation can be solved using a spacelike Green’s
function.
In the rest of this paper, we will see how this structure
emerges directly from the CFT, without using bulk equa-
tions of motion.
IV. CFT CONSTRUCTION: BULK SCALARS
In this section, as a warmup illustrative example, we will
see how things work for an interacting scalar field. This
4Indices tangent to the boundary are raised and lowered with
the Minkowski metric 	.
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extends the construction of Ref. [13] to dþ 1 dimensions
and gives results that will be useful later. Similarly to what
was done in the AdS3 case, one expects the three-point
function of a bulk scalar and two boundary scalars to have
the form
hiðx; zÞOjðy1ÞOkðy2Þi
¼ cijk 1ðy1  y2Þjþki

z
z2 þ ðx y1Þ2
ðjþikÞ=2


z
z2 þ ðx y2Þ2
ðkþijÞ=2
fðÞ; (13)
where
 ¼ ½ðx y1Þ
2 þ z2½ðx y2Þ2 þ z2
z2ðy2  y1Þ2
: (14)
To compute fðÞ, we look at the limit of large y2, where the
CFT three-point function reduces to
hOiðxÞOjð0ÞOkðy2Þi ! cijk 1ðy2Þ2k
1
x20
: (15)
Here, x2 ¼ j ~xj2  t2, and 0 ¼ ði þj  kÞ=2. We
now define iðz; xÞ by smearing Oi into the bulk using
the appropriate scalar smearing function:
ðz; t; ~xÞ ¼ ð d=2þ 1Þ
d=2ð dþ 1Þ

Z
t02þj ~y0j2z2
dt0dd1y0

z2  t02  j ~y0j2
z

d
Oðtþ t0; ~xþ i ~y0Þ: (16)
This gives
hiðx; zÞOjð0ÞOkðy2Þi ! cijk 1ðy2Þ2k
gðx; zÞ; (17)
where
gðx; zÞ ¼ ði 
d
2 þ 1Þ

d
2ði  dþ 1Þ

Z
t02þy2z2
dd1ydt0

z2  t02  y2
z

id
 1ðð ~xþ i ~yÞ2  ðtþ t0Þ2Þ0 : (18)
The integral can be done by setting all but one of the x
components to zero, doing the integral, and then restoring
Lorentz invariance. The result is
gðx; zÞ ¼ z
i
x20
F

0;0  d=2þ 1;i  d=2þ 1; z
2
x2

:
(19)
Comparing to the large-y2 behavior of Eq. (13), one finds
fðÞ ¼


 1

0
F

0;0  d2þ 1;i 
d
2
þ 1; 1
1 

:
(20)
 ¼ 0 corresponds to the bulk point being lightlike to
one of the boundary points. The dangerous region is
0<< 1, where all points are spacelike to each other.
We will see that the three-point function is not analytic in
this region, so the operators will not commute.
The analytic structure depends on whether d=2 is an
integer or half-integer. If d=2 is a half-integer, one can use
the transformation formula
Fða; b; c; zÞ ¼ ðzÞa ðcÞðb aÞ
ðc aÞðbÞ
 F

a; a cþ 1; a bþ 1; 1
z

þ ðzÞb ðcÞða bÞ
ðc bÞðaÞ
 F

b; b cþ 1; b aþ 1; 1
z

: (21)
This gives the scalar three-point function a nonanalytic
term (near  ¼ 1) of the form
1
ð 1Þd2
X
n¼0
anð1 Þnþ1: (22)
Thus, we have square root singularities, which will give a
nonzero commutator for 0<< 1.
If d=2 is an integer then the above formula is not correct.
Instead, the correct formula to use is
Fða; aþ n; c; zÞ ¼ ðcÞðzÞ
a
ðc aÞðaþ nÞ
Xn1
k¼0
ðn k 1Þ!ðaÞkð1 cþ aÞk
k!
ðzÞk
þ ðcÞðzÞ
a
ðaÞðc a nÞ
X1
k¼0
ðaþ nÞkð1 cþ aþ nÞk
ðnþ kÞ!k! ½c ðkþ 1Þ þ c ðnþ kþ 1Þ
 c ðaþ nþ kÞ  c ðc a n kÞ þ ln ðzÞznk; (23)
where c ðxÞ ¼ 0ðxÞðxÞ and ðnÞk ¼ ðnþkÞðnÞ . We see that for the scalar three-point function, the terms contributing to the
commutator are of the form
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Xd=2
k¼0
bkð1 Þd2þ1þk þ ln ð 1Þ
X1
k¼0
akð1 Þk: (24)
To summarize, for even d, one gets logarithmic singu-
larities in regions where the points are spacelike separated,
and for odd d, one gets square-root singularities.
The region where there is a nonvanishing commutator
between the bulk scalar and one of the boundary scalars,
while still having all three points at bulk spacelike separa-
tion, is 0<< 1. From the above formulas, we see that
the nonzero commutator in this region has the form of a
power series in ( 1). We also see that the singularity
structure is the same regardless of the dimension of the
operators involved. We wish to define a bulk operator
iðx; zÞ in such a way as to have the smallest possible
commutator with the boundary operators at spacelike sepa-
ration, transform as a bulk scalar under AdS isometries,
and have the correct boundary behavior,
iðx; zÞ!z!0ziOi: (25)
If we have higher-dimension primary scalar operators with
dimensions l, in which the three-point functions with Oj
and Ok are nonzero, we can redefine the bulk operator
iðx; zÞ to have the form
iðz; xÞ ¼
Z
dx0Kiðz; xjx0ÞOiðx0Þ
þX
l
al
Z
dx0Klðz; xjx0ÞOlðx0Þ: (26)
Since the singularity structure is the same for any Ol,
we can choose the coefficients al in such a way as to make
the commutator of order ð 1Þmax , where max is as
large as we wish. If we have an infinite number of suitable
higher-dimension operators, with conformal dimensions
that are unbounded above, we can make the bulk scalar
commute at bulk spacelike separation. This is how we
define the bulk scalar field. Clearly, for any two different
Oj and Ok, we will need a different tower of higher-
dimension primaries. Fortunately, in the large N limit,
the required operators can be built up from operator prod-
ucts ofOj andOk with derivatives. IfOj andOk are single
trace operators, this procedure begins with a double trace
operator, and thus al  1=N.5
V. CFT CONSTRUCTION: BULK SCALARS
COUPLED TO VECTORS
In this section, we consider charged scalar fields in the
bulk and study the corrections we need to add to the
definition of a bulk observable to take into account inter-
actions with currents in the CFT. There are two cases we
consider. First, in Sec. VA, we consider corrections due to
interactions with a nonconserved current in the CFT
(dual to a massive vector field in the bulk). Then, in
Sec. VB, we consider interactions with a conserved current
in the CFT (dual to a bulk gauge field). We carry out the
construction from the CFT perspective by adding an infi-
nite tower of higher-dimension operators and requiring
bulk microcausality. Thus, we extend the program of
Ref. [13] to include scalars which couple to boundary
currents, conserved or not.
A. Coupling to nonconserved currents
Following the approach of Refs. [13,18], we look at the
three-point function of a nonconserved current of dimension
 and two primary scalars of dimension1 and2. Up to an
overall normalization factor, the three-point function is
hjðxÞO1ðy1ÞO2ðy2Þi¼ 1ðy1y2Þ1þ2þ1ðy1xÞþ121ðy2xÞþ211
ðy1xÞ
ðy1xÞ2
ðy2xÞðy2xÞ2

: (27)
This can be written as 
1
2 þ 11 
@
@ðy1  xÞ 
1
1 þ 12 
@
@ðy2  xÞ



1
ðy1  y2Þ1þ2þ1ðy1  xÞþ121ðy2  xÞþ211

; (28)
where the partial derivativewith respect to ðy1  xÞ means we are keeping jy1  y2j and jy2  xj fixed (and similarly with
y1 $ y2). The term in square brackets in Eq. (28) can be written as
ðy2  xÞ2h ~O1ðxÞ ~O2ðy1Þ ~O3ðy2Þi; (29)
where the expectation value is that of three primary scalars of dimensions , 1, and 2 þ 1, respectively. Thus, one gets
5For a general discussion of large-N counting in this context, see page 26 of Ref. [13].
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hjðxÞ1ðz; y1ÞO2ðy2Þi ¼

1
2 þ 1 1  
@
@ðy1  xÞ 
1
1 þ 12  
@
@ðy2  xÞ

 1ðx y2Þþ211

z
z2 þ ðy1  xÞ2
ðþ121Þ=2 z
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2
ð2þ1þ1Þ=2



 1

0
F

0;0  d2þ 1;1 
d
2
þ 1; 1
1 

; (30)
where
 ¼ ½ðx y1Þ
2 þ z2½ðy2  y1Þ2 þ z2
z2ðy2  xÞ2
(31)
and 0 ¼ 12 ð1 þ 2  1Þ.
We know the singularity structure of the scalar three-
point function (13), and we know we can cancel the non-
causal singularities in it by adding higher-dimension
smeared scalar primaries. Thus, when smearing O1 into
the bulk, we can cancel the noncausal singularities in
Eq. (27) by adding a tower of higher-dimension smeared
scalar primaries to our definition of a bulk scalar. This
should come as no surprise since, from the bulk point of
view, a theory of a massive vector coupled to scalars is a
conventional local theory. Thus, there should be no ob-
stacle to constructing a local bulk scalar field.
However, the question remains: where do these higher-
dimension scalars come from? In the large-N limit, we can
construct them as double trace operators. For example, the
first higher-dimension operator we can construct (starting
from the case 1 ¼ 2) is

@j
O2 þ j@O2: (32)
With the choice 
 ¼ 1dþ1 and  ¼  12 , this is a pri-
mary scalar. This reproduces the bulk result, where for a
massive vector field, the first correction is sourced by terms
proportional to AM@M, since the near-boundary behavior
of this bulk quantity is exactly the operator above.6
Additional higher-dimension operators can be constructed
by inserting derivatives in various fashions.
B. Coupling to conserved currents
Let us see how things change when we have a conserved
current in the CFT, dual to a gauge field in the bulk. From
the CFT point of view, the only difference is that now there
is a Ward identity that restricts correlation functions in-
volving the current, e.g.,
@hjðxÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼ iqhOðy1Þ Oðy2Þiððx y1Þ  ðx y2ÞÞ: (33)
Here, q is the charge of the scalar operator, and an overbar
denotes complex conjugation.
We start with the three-point function of a conserved
current (which necessarily has dimension d 1) and two
primary scalars having the same dimension 1:
hjðxÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼ 1ðy1  y2Þ21dþ2ðy2  xÞd2ðy1  xÞd2

 ðy1  xÞ
ðy1  xÞ2
 ðy2  xÞðy2  xÞ2
!
: (34)
As we saw before in Eq. (28), this can be written as
1
2 d

@
@ðy1xÞ
 @
@ðy2xÞ



1
ðy1  y2Þ21dþ2ðy1  xÞd2ðy2  xÞd2

; (35)
and the term in the square bracket is just
ðy2  xÞ2h ~O1ðxÞ ~O2ðy1Þ ~O3ðy2Þi; (36)
where the three primary scalars are of dimension
~ 1 ¼ d 1 ~2 ¼ 1 ~3 ¼ 1 þ 1: (37)
One can use the result (13) to find
hjðxÞðz; y1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼ 1
2 d

@
@ðy1xÞ
 @
@ðy2xÞ

 1ðy2 xÞd2

z
z2þ ðx y1Þ2
ðd2Þ=2


z
z2þ ðy1 y2Þ2
ð1d=2þ1Þ 
 1
ðd2Þ=2
; (38)
where now
 ¼ ½ðx y1Þ
2 þ z2½ðy1  y2Þ2 þ z2
z2ðy2  xÞ2
: (39)
However, at this point, we cannot proceed as we did for a
nonconserved current: the Ward identity (33) forbids a
nonzero three-point function of a conserved current with
two scalars of unequal dimension, which means we cannot
6The z component of AM@M gives rise to the @j
O2 term,
while the  components give rise to j@O2. This follows from
the massive vector smearing function given below in Eqs. (73)
and (74).
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correct our definition of a bulk scalar by adding higher-
dimension primaries. This can also be seen from the results
of the previous section, where the higher-dimension pri-
mary we had to add in the nonconserved case (32) involved
the divergence of the current.7
More specifically, in the limit of large y2, the leading
term in Eq. (34) is
1
y212
ðy1  xÞ
ðy1  xÞd
: (40)
Upon smearing Oðy1Þ into the bulk, this generates some
noncausal terms we would like to cancel. We could try to
correct our definition of the bulk scalar by adding a
smeared j@
Oðy1Þ, but this will not work since, by
large-N factorization,
hjðxÞj@Oðy1Þ Oðy2Þi ¼ hjðxÞjðy1Þih@Oðy1Þ Oðy2Þi;
and thus, as y2 ! 1, the leading dependence on y2 that
such a correction would produce is
y2
y21þ22
: (41)
This means there is no way to cancel the unwanted terms.
A term like Eq. (40) could be canceled in the nonconserved
case by adding a correction of the form @jOðy1Þ; with no
derivatives acting on O, the leading y2 ! 1 dependence
would be 1=y212 . But for conserved currents, this operator
is not available. From this perspective, this is the only
difference (though a crucial one) between conserved and
nonconserved currents.
This failure to restore bulk locality is actually desirable,
since as we will show in Sec. VD, the resulting noncom-
mutativity is exactly what one needs in order to satisfy the
bulk Gauss constraint. But it raises a question: how should
we go about determining the appropriate higher-dimension
operators to add to our bulk scalar? To find the answer, we
make a strategic retreat and study causality for correlators
involving the field strength of a massive vector.
1. Causality for massive vector field strengths
Consider the three-point function of two scalars and one
field strength F	 ¼ @j	  @	j built from a noncon-
served current. From Eq. (27), this is
hF	ðxÞO1ðy1ÞO2ðy2Þi  1ðy1  y2Þ1þ2þ1ðy1  xÞþ12þ1ðy2  xÞþ21þ1
 ½ðy1  xÞðy2  xÞ	 $ 	: (42)
As shown in Sec. VA, when lifted into the bulk, this
correlator has noncausal singularities that can be canceled
by adding higher-dimension operators.
For example, when the higher dimension operator (32) is
inserted in place of O1 in the original three-point function,
the resulting CFT correlator can be computed by large-N
factorization as a product of the two-point functions. From
the current-current correlator8
hjðxÞj	ð0Þi ¼

	 
2xx	
x2

1
ðx2Þ ; (43)
it follows that
hF	ðxÞ@ji ¼ 0; (44)
and, therefore, at leading order in 1=N,
hF	ðxÞ@jO2ðy1ÞO2ðy2Þi ’ 0: (45)
To leading order in 1=N, the terms that are missing for
conserved currents do not contribute in the nonconserved
case, at least for a three-point function involving F	.
Since we know the massive vector can be made local in
the bulk, this means the cancellation must come from the
j@
O2 term. To leading order in 1=N, this term gives
hF	ðxÞjðy1Þih@O2ðy1ÞO2ðy2Þi; (46)
and, indeed, after some algebra, this has the same form as
Eq. (42), with 1 ¼ þ2 þ 1 as appropriate for this
operator. This result is valid even in the limit  ! d 1,
where the current is conserved, since no property of the
nonconserved current was used (i.e., having a divergence
of the current @j  0 played no role).
2. Lessons for massless vectors
For massive vectors, we found that the operator that is
absent in the conserved case, namely, @jO, played no
role in restoring causality for correlators involving the
boundary field strength F	. Thus, we expect that in a
three-point function of the type hF	O Oi, locality can be
respected even for conserved currents, just by adding
smeared operators that are scalars but not primary. For
example, given the operator (32), we would correct the
bulk scalar by just smearing the j@
O term. As shown
below (46), this suffices to restore causality for correlators
involving a massless boundary field strength.
7One could try to take a limit where the current is conserved,
with  ! d 1, but then in Eq. (32), we would have 
! 1
while the divergence of the current goes to zero. It does not seem
to make sense to take such a limit at the operator level.
8Some useful formulas are recorded in Sec. 4.1 of Ref. [18].
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So for conserved currents, even though one cannot build
a primary scalar out of the available ingredients (the cur-
rent, other primary scalars, and derivative operators), one
can still build an operator that can be treated as though it
were a primary scalar, at least when inserted in three-point
functions involving F	 rather than j. By taking this
nonprimary operator and smearing it as though it were
primary, we can cancel the nonlocal terms in hF	O Oi,
just as we did for nonconserved currents. In this way, the
bulk scalar can be corrected so that it is local with respect
to the field strength F	 on the boundary.
9 This fits with the
bulk perspective developed in Sec. II, where at equal times,
the bulk scalar commuted with the field strengths {^, F{^ |^
on the boundary. This requirement is what captures the
appropriate notion of microcausality when there are con-
served currents.
Presumably, all of the required higher-dimension non-
primary scalar operators can be constructed in the 1=N
expansion. For example, let us look at the next correction
to Eq. (32), involving an operator of dimension
dþ 2 þ 2. To determine its form, we first build a scalar
primary out of a nonconserved current of dimension ;
then, we drop terms involving the divergence of the current
and take the limit  ! d 1 with 1 ¼ 2. Denoting the
scalar operators O and O, this leads to

ðr2jÞ@Oþ j@r2Oþ @j@@O; (47)
with

 ¼ 1
2d2
 ¼ 1
2ð1 þ 1Þð21 þ 2 dÞ
 ¼  1
2dð1 þ 1Þ : (48)
Adding these higher-dimension nonprimary operators
cancels the unwanted nonanalyticity and restores locality
in correlators involvingF	. This means the corrected bulk
scalar will commute at spacelike separation with F	 on
the boundary. It also means that two scalar fields will
commute at spacelike separation, even in the presence of
a spectator F	.
C. AdS covariance
The procedure we have outlined restores bulk locality, at
least in correlators involving F	, but it seems dangerous.
We have added to the original scalar field an operator
which is smeared like a primary scalar but is not actually
a primary scalar. This means the resulting bulk field will
not transform as a bulk scalar under AdS isometries. At
first, this sounds problematic, but we now show that it is the
expected result: in the holographic gauge, charged scalar
fields acquire an anomalous transformation rule under AdS
isometries that do not preserve the gauge-fixing condition.
First, let us study this from the bulk point of view.We are
working in the holographic gauge, Az ¼ 0. This com-
pletely fixes the gauge, so all our bulk fields are physical.
In this gauge, a charged scalar ðz; xÞ can be identified
with the manifestly gauge-invariant observable,
physðz; xÞ ¼ ei
R
dzAzðz; xÞ: (49)
As such, under an isometry that does not preserve the
condition Az ¼ 0, the field will not transform like a scalar;
rather, a compensating gauge transformation will be re-
quired. Indeed, under a special conformal transformation,
0physðz0; x0Þ ¼ eiðz;xÞphysðz; xÞ; (50)
where ðz; xÞ is given to the first order in the parameter of
the special conformal transformation b by [18]
 ¼  1
volðSd1Þ
Z
ddx0ðz0Þ2b  j: (51)
We will be interested in the boundary behavior
ðz; xÞ!z!0 zd2b  j; (52)
from which we find that to first order in b and as z! 0,
0physðz0; x0Þ ¼ physðz; xÞ þ 2izþdb  jOðxÞ: (53)
Now let us see how the CFT reproduces this behavior.
We saw that to leading order in 1=N and as z! 0, the
correction to the bulk scalar field in the CFT has the form
ðz; xÞ ¼
Z
Kðz; xjyÞOðyÞ þ
Z
Kþdðz; xjyÞj@OðyÞ:
(54)
We use the behavior under infinitesimal special conformal
transformations acting on y,
ddy0¼ð1þ2dbyÞddy K0¼Kð1þ2ðdÞbyÞ
O0ðy0Þ¼ð12byÞOðyÞ j0ðy0Þ¼ð12dbyÞ@y
0
@y	
j	ðyÞ:
(55)
The right-hand side of Eq. (54) transforms toZ
Kðz; xjyÞOðyÞ þ
Z
Kþdðz; xjyÞj@OðyÞ
 
Z
Kþdðz; xjyÞ2b  jOðyÞ: (56)
The last term as z! 0 behaves like
zþdb  jOðxÞ; (57)
which matches what one expects from the bulk perspective.
So the inability to construct a higher-dimension primary
9We do not expect it to be local with respect to Fz  j near
the boundary.
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scalar from a conserved current in the CFT translates in a
nice way to the anomalous behavior under AdS isometries
of a charged scalar field in the bulk.
D. Gauss constraint
Although we have been able to correct our definition of a
bulk scalar field so as to achieve locality in correlators
involving the boundary field strength F	, correlators
involving the conserved current j itself will still be non-
local. We now show that this was to be expected, since the
nonlocality that is present is exactly the bulk nonlocality
required by the Gauss constraint.
We start with the three-point function (38) of a bulk
scalar, a boundary conserved current, and an additional
boundary scalar,
hðz; y1ÞjðxÞ Oðy2Þi
¼ 1
2 d

d
dðy1  xÞ 
d
dðy2  xÞ



z1
ðy2  xÞd2

1
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2

1d22


z2 þ ðy1  xÞ2  z
2ðy2  xÞ2
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2
2d
2

: (58)
We assume the points x and y2 are spacelike to each other.
We compute the commutator of the current and the bulk
operator inside the three-point function as the difference of
two i prescriptions, one where the time component of x
has a þi and one where it has a i. The only singular-
ities that can contribute to the commutator arise when the
derivatives act on the third factor in Eq. (58). These
derivatives give
2

z2 þ ðy1  xÞ2  z
2ðy2  xÞ2
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2
d
2


ðy1  xÞ 
ðy2  xÞz2
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2

: (59)
Note that
z2 þ ðy1  xÞ2  z
2ðy2  xÞ2
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2
¼ ðy1  y2Þ
2
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2

x y1  z
2ðy1  y2Þ
ðy1  y2Þ2

2
; (60)
and that the delta function in d 1 dimensions can be
written as
ð ~xÞ ¼ lim
!0
ðd=2Þ
d=2

ðj ~xj2 þ 2Þd=2 : (61)
In the simple case (one can generalize this) that the time
components of x, y1, y2 are equal, then taking the differ-
ence of Eq. (59) withþi andi prescriptions gives zero
for   0, while for  ¼ 0, we get
2id=2
ðd=2Þ
 ðy1  y2Þ2
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2
d2þ1


x y1  z
2ðy1  y2Þ
ðy1  y2Þ2

:
(62)
To find the commutator with the charge operator Q, we
restore the first two factors in Eq. (58) and integrate over
the spatial coordinates ~x. This gives
h½ðy1; zÞ; Q Oðy2Þi


z
z2 þ ðy1  y2Þ2

1  hðz; y1Þ Oðy2Þi; (63)
which is the expected commutator of the charge operator
with a charged scalar field. This shows that the bulk Gauss
constraint is obeyed, at least when the lowest-order smear-
ing function is used. It would be interesting to show that
Eq. (63) continues to hold when higher-dimension opera-
tors are added to the definition of the bulk scalar field.
E. Scalar commutator
Adding a higher-dimension nonprimary operator to our
definition of a bulk scalar field had some desirable prop-
erties: it made correlators with F	 local, and it gave the
scalar field the correct behavior under AdS isometries.
However, one might wonder if the resulting scalar field
commutes with its complex conjugate at bulk spacelike
separation. From the bulk perspective developed in Sec. II,
we would expect this to happen even in the presence of
interactions. Here, we give some evidence for this from the
CFT point of view.
As shown in Sec. VB, our bulk scalars still commute
inside a three-point function with a boundary field strength
F	; so let us examine what happens in a three-point
function with a gauge field. This was given in Eq. (34).
The leading y2 ! 1 singularity of this expression cannot
be canceled, but in order to isolate the commutator be-
tween the bulk scalar and the boundary scalar, we instead
look at the limit x! 1. In this limit,
hjðxÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi x!1 1
x2d2

	 
2xx	
x2

@	y1
 1ðy1  y2Þ21d
: (64)
Smearing the first scalar operator into the bulk, we find
hjðxÞðz; y1Þ Oðy2Þi x!1 1
x2d2

	 
2xx	
x2

z1ðy1  y2Þ	
ðy1  y2Þdððy1  y2Þ2 þ z2Þ1dþ1
: (65)
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The leading singularity of this expression as
ðy1  y2Þ2 ! 0 is
1
x2d2

	 
2xx	
x2
 ðy1  y2Þ	z2d21
ðy1  y2Þd
: (66)
Now, let us examine the leading behavior as x! 1
when we insert a nonprimary operator of the type we talked
about. We consider operators of the form10
j	@
	ðr2ÞnOðy1Þ: (67)
Inserting this operator instead of Oðy1Þ in the three-point
function gives the leading x! 1 behavior of the CFT
correlator,
1
x2d2

	 
2xx	
x2

@	y1
1
ðy1  y2Þ21þ2n
: (68)
Smearing y1 into the bulk with a scalar smearing function
of dimension 1 þ dþ 2n gives the large-x behavior,
1
x2d2

	 
2xx	
x2

@	y1
z1þdþ2n
ðy1  y2Þ21þ2n
 F

1 þ n;1 þ n d2þ 1;1 þ
d
2
þ 2nþ 1;
 z
2
ðy1  y2Þ2

: (69)
Using the identity
x
d
dx
Fða; b; c; xÞ ¼ aðFðaþ 1; b; c; xÞ  Fða; b; c; xÞÞ;
(70)
this can be rewritten as
1
x2d2

	 
2xx	
x2
 ðy1  y2Þz1þdþ2n
ðy1  y2Þ21þ2nþ2
 F

1 þ nþ 1;1 þ n d2þ 1;1 þ
d
2
þ 2nþ 1;
 z
2
ðy1  y2Þ2

: (71)
The leading singularity of this expression as
ðy1  y2Þ2 ! 0 matches Eq. (66). With enough such
higher-dimension operators, one can cancel the nonanaly-
ticity to any order in ðy1y2Þ
2
z2
. (Note that in this limit, the
problematic regime is 1< ðy1y2Þ2
z2
< 0.) While this is not
complete proof that adding higher-dimension nonprimary
operators makes the bulk scalar field commute with itself
inside a three-point function with a gauge field, it is a
strong indication of it.
VI. CFT CONSTRUCTION: BULK VECTORS
In this section, we look at the correction, from the CFT
perspective, that one needs to add to lift a boundary current
to an interacting local vector field in the bulk. We first
consider nonconserved currents in the CFT, dual to mas-
sive vectors in the bulk, then treat conserved currents.
A. Bulk massive vectors
We begin by computing the three-point function of a
massive vector in the bulk with two scalars on the bound-
ary. Then, we look at the higher-dimension operators we
need to add to cancel the unwanted singularities in this
expression.
Our starting point is the three-point function of a bound-
ary current of dimension  with two scalar operators of
dimension 1 in a d-dimensional CFT,
hjðxÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼ 1ðy1  y2Þ21þ1ðy1  xÞ1ðy2  xÞ1

ðy1  xÞ
ðy1  xÞ2
 ðy2  xÞðy2  xÞ2

: (72)
For A0zðxÞ ¼ 1d1@jðxÞ, the correlator is
hA0zðxÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼  1ðy1  y2Þ21þ1ðy1  xÞþ1ðy2  xÞ1
þ 1ðy1  y2Þ21þ1ðy1  xÞ1ðy2  xÞþ1
:
The two terms on the right are the three-point functions of
scalar operators of dimensions ð;1 þ 1;1Þ and
ð;1;1 þ 1Þ, respectively.11
In Ref. [18], the smearing function for uplifting a non-
conserved primary current of dimension  to a massive
vector field in the bulk was found to be
zAðz; xÞ ¼
Z
Kðz; x; x0Þjðx0Þ
þ z
2ð d=2þ 1Þ
Z
Kþ1ðz; x; x0Þ@A0zðx0Þ
(73)
for the  components and
Azðz; xÞ ¼
Z
Kðz; x; x0ÞA0zðx0Þ (74)
for the z component. Here, A0zðxÞ ¼ 1d1@jðxÞ, and
Kðz; x; x0Þ is the scalar smearing function appropriate for
10These are not the only corrections, but these are the operators
which contribute to the leading behavior as x! 1.
11This is a simplification that only occurs when the two scalar
operators are of the same dimension, but since this is the
interesting case for a conserved current, we only treat this case.
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a scalar primary of dimension . Since Az is smeared into
the bulk with a scalar smearing function, we can borrow
our scalar result (13) and (20) to get
hAzðx; zÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼ 1ðy1  y2Þ21þ1


 1
þ1
2
 F

þ 1
2
;
 dþ 3
2
; d
2
þ 1; 1
1 



z
z2 þ ðx y1Þ2
þ1
2

z
z2 þ ðx y2Þ2
1
2


z
z2 þ ðx y1Þ2
1
2

z
z2 þ ðx y2Þ2
þ1
2

;
where
 ¼ ½ðx y1Þ
2 þ z2½ðx y2Þ2 þ z2
z2ðy1  y2Þ2
(75)
is invariant under conformal transformations. After some
algebra and using
Fða; b; c; xÞ ¼ ð1 xÞcabFðc a; c b; c; xÞ; (76)
this can be written as the z component of the quantity
hAMðx; zÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
 1
2ðy1  y2Þ21ð 1Þ12
 F

 1
2
;
 dþ 1
2
; d
2
þ 1; 1
1 

 @xM ln
ðx y1Þ2 þ z2
ðx y2Þ2 þ z2
; (77)
where M is a vector index in the bulk.
Although we have only calculated the z component, this
must be the complete result, since Eq. (77) has the correct
behavior under conformal transformations to represent the
three-point function of a bulk massive vector with two
boundary scalars. But as a check of this result, and to
develop some formulas that will be useful in the sequel,
we now show that Eq. (77) gives the correct y2 ! 1
asymptotic behavior for the  components of the bulk
vector.
The leading behavior of Eq. (72) as y2 ! 1 is
hjðxÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  1
y212
1
1  @
1
x1
: (78)
We will also need the leading behavior
hA0zðxÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  1
y212
1
xþ1
: (79)
Using the massive vector smearing function (73), one finds
in the large-y2 limit
hzAðz; xÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi
 1
y212
ð d=2þ 1Þ
d=2ð dþ 1Þ@

I1
1þ
zI2
2ð dþ 1Þ

;
(80)
where
I1 ¼
Z
t02þy2z2
dd1ydt0

z2  t02  y2
z

d
 1ðð ~xþ i ~yÞ2  ðtþ t0Þ2Þ12
I2 ¼
Z
t02þy2z2
dd1ydt0

z2  t02  y2
z

dþ1
 1ðð ~xþ i ~yÞ2  ðtþ t0Þ2Þþ12 :
These integrals give
I1 ¼
volðSd2Þðd12 Þð12Þð dþ 1Þ
2ð d2 þ 1Þ
z
x1
 F

 1
2
;
 dþ 1
2
; d
2
þ 1; z
2
x2

I2 ¼
volðSd2Þðd12 Þð12Þð dþ 2Þ
2ð d2 þ 2Þ
zþ1
xþ1
 F

þ 1
2
;
 dþ 3
2
; d
2
þ 2; z
2
x2

: (81)
Putting this all together, we find
hzAðz; xÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi
 1
y212
1
1  @

z
x1
F

 1
2
;
 dþ 3
2
;
 d
2
þ 1; z
2
x2

: (82)
Using the hypergeometric identity
x
d
dx
Fða; b; c; xÞ ¼ aðFðaþ 1; b; c; xÞ  Fða; b; c; xÞÞ;
(83)
this can be written as
hzAðz; xÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi
 1
y212
xz

xþ1
F

þ 1
2
;
 dþ 3
2
; d
2
þ 1; z
2
x2

:
(84)
Finally, using the identity
Fða; b; c; xÞ ¼ ð1 xÞcabFðc a; c b; c; xÞ; (85)
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we find agreement with the y2 ! 1 limit of Eq. (77).
This shows that Eq. (77) has the correct asymptotic behav-
ior for the  components of the bulk vector.
For later use, we record the three-point function of a
massive vector field strength with two boundary scalars.
It follows from Eq. (77) that
hFMNðx; zÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼
1
4
ðy1  y2Þ21
1
ð 1Þþ12 F

þ 1
2
;
 dþ 1
2
;
 d
2
þ 1; 1
1 

@xM@
x
N ln
ðx y1Þ2 þ z2
ðx y2Þ2 þ z2
M $ N

: (86)
Now, let us look at the singularity structure of these
correlators and see if there are higher-dimension vector
operators we can add to cancel any unwanted singularities.
As in the scalar case [13], a nonzero commutator is gen-
erated between the bulk field and the boundary operators in
the region 0<< 1, corresponding to bulk spacelike
separation. Near  ¼ 1, the three-point function (77) has
an expansion for even d of the form (we present only the
nonanalytic terms):
Xd=21
k¼0
bkð1 Þd2þk þ ln ð 1Þ
X1
k¼0
akð1 Þk; (87)
while for odd d, the expansion has the form
1
ð 1Þd2
X1
k¼0
akð1 Þk: (88)
For any nonconserved primary current, the expansion
has the same form, just with different coefficients ak and
bk. For 0<< 1, this gives a nonzero commutator
which is a power series in (1 ). Thus, if we redefine
our bulk massive vector field to include a sum of smeared
nonconserved primary currents with an arbitrarily high
dimension, we can cancel the commutator to whatever
order in (1 ) we choose. In this way, we can make
the bulk massive vector obey microcausality to an arbi-
trarily good approximation.
At leading order in 1=N we add higher-dimension non-
conserved currents which are double-trace operators built
from the two scalars appearing in the three-point function
and their derivatives. For instance, the lowest-dimension
primary current built in this way is
O@OO@ O: (89)
In the large-N limit, this operator has dimension 21 þ 1.
The next operator one can write is

ðr2 OÞ@Oþ O@r2Oþ ð@	 OÞ@@	O ðO$ OÞ:
(90)
This will be a primary current of dimension 21 þ 3 if

 ¼ 1
421ð1 þ 1Þðd 21  2Þ
 ¼ 1
41ð1 þ 1Þðd 21  2Þ  ¼
1
41ð1 þ 1Þ :
(91)
A similar construction can be carried out at leading order in
the 1=N expansion to build primary nonconserved currents
of dimension 21 þ 1þ 2n for any n.
B. Bulk gauge fields
Finally, we turn to massless gauge fields in the bulk,
where the smearing function in the holographic gauge
is [18]
zAðt; ~x; zÞ ¼ 1
volðSd1Þ

Z
t02þj ~y0j2¼z2
dt0dd1y0jðtþ t0; ~xþ i ~y0Þ:
(92)
We wish to determine the higher-dimension operators
which are necessary to achieve bulk locality. We first
discuss correlators involving the field strength, then con-
sider the gauge field itself.
The three-point function of a bulk field strength FMN
with two boundary scalars can be obtained from the three-
point function of a massive field strength with two scalars
by analytically continuing  ! d 1. From Eq. (86), this
gives
hFMNðx; zÞOðy1Þ Oðy2Þi
¼
d2
4
ðy1  y2Þ21
1
ð 1Þd2


@xM@
x
N ln
ðx y1Þ2 þ z2
ðx y2Þ2 þ z2
M $ N

: (93)
This has the same singularity structure as the three-point
function for a massive field strength, so it can be made
local in the bulk in exactly the same way, by adding
appropriate smeared higher-dimension field strengths to
our definition of the bulk FMN . [The justification for this
analytic continuation is somewhat subtle, since the massive
vector smearing function (73) and (74) does not smoothly
go over to the massless result (92). The first term in
Eq. (73), after integrating against a CFT correlator, can
be analytically continued to  ¼ d 1 to get the same
result one would obtain from Eq. (92).12 The second term
12As an example of this sort of continuation, up to an overall
normalization, the result I1 for a massive vector (81) can be
analytically continued to  ¼ d 1 to reproduce the massless
vector result (98) obtained below.
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in Eq. (73), in the limit  ¼ d 1, can be eliminated by a
gauge transformation with gauge parameter
 ¼ ðd=2Þ
2d=2
Z
t02þj ~y0j2<z2
dt0dd1y0A0zðt0; ~y0Þ: (94)
This gauge transformation also has the effect of setting Az
in Eq. (74) to zero, i.e., it is exactly what is needed to
impose the holographic gauge].
Now, consider correlators involving the bulk gauge field
itself. For simplicity, we work in the limit y2 ! 1. In this
limit, the CFT three-point function can be obtained from
Eq. (78) by setting  ¼ d 1. Up to an overall constant,
this gives
hjðxÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  1
y212
@
1
xd2
: (95)
Smearing the current into the bulk using Eq. (92) gives
hzAðz; xÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  1
y212
@hðz; xÞ; (96)
where
hðz; xÞ ¼ 1
volðSd1Þ
Z
t02þj ~yj2¼z2
dd1ydt0
 1ðð ~xþ i ~yÞ2  ðtþ t0Þ2Þd22 : (97)
Doing the integral in the same way as before, we find
hðz; xÞ ¼ z
d1
xd2
: (98)
Thus, as y2 ! 1, we have the asymptotic behavior
hF	ðxÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  0
hFzðxÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi 
xz
d3
y212 x
d
:
(99)
This agrees with the Oð1=y21Þ asymptotic behavior of
Eq. (93) for y1 ¼ 0. Since Eq. (93) is AdS covariant and
has the correct asymptotic behavior, it must be the exact
result. This is another way of seeing that the analytic
continuation we made to obtain Eq. (93) is legitimate.
Now, let us see what we can achieve by adding higher-
dimension operators to our definition of a bulk gauge field.
We already saw that for correlators involving the field
strength, we could achieve bulk locality by adding suitable
higher-dimension currents to our definition of a bulk vec-
tor; the massive and massless cases proceeded in an iden-
tical manner. However, the singularity in a gauge field
correlator is not the same as for a massive vector.
This can be seen in the results above. In the limit
y2 ! 1, the gauge field correlator (96) has singular
behavior near x ¼ 0, namely,
hzAðz; xÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  1
y212
zd1
x
xd
: (100)
In contrast, for y2 ! 1 and x 0, the massive vector
correlator (84) behaves as
hzAðz; xÞOð0Þ Oðy2Þi  1
y212
zd3
x
xd2
: (101)
[The difference can be traced back to a cancellation
between I1 and I2 in Eq. (80)]. This means that for a gauge
field, one cannot hope to cancel the boundary light-cone
singularity which is present in Eq. (100) by adding massive
vector fields.
This is surprising because, from the bulk point of view,
we would expect a gauge field in the bulk to commute at
spacelike separation with a charged scalar on the bound-
ary.13 Fortunately, the requirement of having FMN be local
with scalars on the boundary, together with the gauge
condition Az ¼ 0, is enough to uniquely define the bulk
gauge field in terms of smeared CFToperators. Suppose we
add a higher-dimension (hence, nonconserved) primary
current ji to our definition of a bulk gauge field, with a
coefficient chosen to make FMN local. Acting with the
smearing function (73) and (74), it would seem we gen-
erate a nonzero Az in the bulk. We can restore the holo-
graphic gauge by making a gauge transformation with
parameter
 ¼
Z z
0
dz0
Z
dx0Kiðz0; xjx0ÞAi;0z ðx0Þ: (102)
Here, i is the dimension of the current, and A
i;0
z ¼
1
di1@
ji. So in order to build a bulk massless vector
field from boundary operators, where the three-point func-
tion of FMN is local, one has to add to the free-field
definition of A an infinite tower of contributions coming
from primary currents of increasing dimensions built from
O, O and their derivatives, of the form
X
i
ai

1
z
Z
Ki j
i
 þ @

1
2ði  d=2þ 1Þ
Z
Kiþ1A
i;0
z

Z z
0
dz0
Z
KiA
i;0
z

: (103)
The same structure appeared in Eq. (12). Overall, the
correction (103) should make A commute with boundary
scalars at spacelike separation.
13Note the step functions in Eq. (5), reflecting the fact that the
Wilson lines extend toward z ¼ 0.
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